






Management and Breeding of Southern White Rhinoceros at the 
JacksonviUe Zoo. Continued 

At this point, given "Edith's" fertility record, we assumed her to be pregnant again. With 
this in mind, we re evaluated the working capacity of our facilities and our procedures. In 
conjunction with SSP we decided to relocate our original pair of rhinos, 1.0 "DubIo" and 0.1 
"Omgawa". The pair was shipped to White Oak Plantation, a privately owned breeding 
facility, in Yulee, FL. It should be noted that through the years "Omgawa" was observed to 
be bred by both males but no offspring resulted. Updates on this female show this same 
pattern to exist. 

Sixteen months from her last breeding observations "Edith" was separated from the herd 
and isolated in the south yard. Exactly one day short of the eighteen month gestation, on 15 
January 1985, the keeper arrived at work to find "Edith" with a female calf we named 
"Angela". The calf appeared to be in good health and was observed nursing. The afterbirth 
had been passed. Again "Edith" showed her ability to be a devoted mother and "Angel a" 
flourished. 

On 18 March 1985, the staff found another calf had been born during the night. This male 
was born to "GIoria", "Edith's" six-year-old offspring, and was found in the ditch at the 
front of the exhibit, apparently drowned. A necropsy confirmed our suspicions. We 
believed at the time that "GIoria" being an inexperienced mother, had given birth in the 
ditch. However, subsequent births have shown newborns to stumble into this ditch. If left 
unassisted it is believed they become exhausted and drown. This was "GIoria's: first birth 
and as we had only seen some brief mounting attempts by our male, we really had not 
thought her to be pregnant. Her udder did not show significant changes. "GIoria" was 
allowed to stay with the herd and immediately our male bred her. 

As "Angela" continued to grow, our zoo, along with SSP made the decision to sell her to 
Ruhr Park Zoo in West Germany. At six and one half months of age "Angela" was 
separated from her mother. Although she had been eating grain and hay as well as 
nursing, after the separation she showed little or no intl\"est in food. After three weeks, 
"Angela" had lost weight and she was showing no signs of improvement. We placed her 
older sister "GIoria" with her, and she immediately began eating. After two weeks, she 
had regained her former weight, and when we returned "GIoria" to the herd, "Angela" 
continued to eat on her own. On the evening of9 October 1985, "Angela" was crated, loaded 
on a flatbed truck, and driven to Miami International Airport. Since "Angela's" shipment 
we have had limited correspondence with Ruhr Park Zoo, but to our knowledge she is doing 
well. In the time "Angela" was with us she was not allowed access to the Veldt. 

With "Angel a" gone we turned our thoughts back to "GIoria". We calculated dates and at 
sixteen months after breeding, we isolated her from the herd. At this time we noticed some 
changes occurring in her udder. Two days short of seventeen months after breeding, she 
delivered a female calf. This female was named "Betty Boop" and appeared to be fine 
except for an abrasion behind her left eye. Our veterinarian, Dr. Doug Page, was 
concerned by this abrasion and felt it necessary to treat the wound. The mother was 
separated from the calf. While the calf was restrained, an ulcer in the left eye was noted 
and treated. Having 'bands on" the animal , we weighed her at 62.7 kg (138 lbs.). 

A week went by and "Betty Boop" seemed to be progressing well. We separated her from the 
dam once more to check on her condition. Her eye was about seventy percent healed and her 
weight had climbed to 70.9 kg (156 lbs.). Three days later she was found dead. A necropsy 
was performed and the cause of death was a Salmonella septicemia. We determined that 
this was contracted from the mud wallows in the yard. The mud wallows were filled in 
with limerock in our "maternity" yard and have since been kept as such. "GIoria" was 
once more allowed access to the herd on the Veldt. No breeding was observed for two months 
after her reintroduction. 

We went back to our breeding records and set our sights on "Edith" to give birth at the end of 
March or beginning of April 1987. We planned to isolate her from the herd on 30 January 
1987. On the morning of 23 January 1987, the keeper arrived and found "Edith's" udder had 
undergone profound changes during the night. She was separated and retained in the south 
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Management and Breeding of Southern White Rhinoceros at the 
JacksonviUe Zoo. Continued 

Birth of 1.0 Southern White Rhinoceros "Giant" on 23 January 1987 at the 
Jacksonville Zoo, Jacksonville, FL. (Photo: William Thacker, Education 
Supervisor) 
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Management and Breeding ofSouthem White Rhinomros at the 
JacksonyiUe Zoo. Continued 

the initiations of these decisions we have had 5.5 rhino births. 2.2 of these rhinos have 
survived. Of our deaths 0.1 was caused by congenital defect, 3.2 have been the result of some 
sort of improper management ( 2.1 from trauma inflicted by the adults, 1.0 from drowning 
in the drainage ditch, and 0.1 from Salmonella septicemia contracted from the mud 
wallows). As we have encountered these problems we have done our best to solve them and 
prevent reoccurrence. Our inability to determine exact dates of conception has been our 
main cause of infant mortality, as we have found that gestations can range from sixteen to 
eighteen months. It is crucial to have accurate breeding records and close observations by 
keepers of females suspected of being pregnant. 

At this point in time our zoo is undergoing extensive redevelopment. In the next five years 
we plan to reorganize our zoo into continents, with Africa being centralized by our Veldt. 
Ideas have been brought forward to redo the whole housing structure of our rhinos. Several 
improvements have been suggested, that if achieved could enhance our management and 
breeding possibilities. Plans to enlarge our rhino facilities and create more holding and 
shifting capabilities, plus devices such as urine tapes and squeeze cages to determine 
estrous cycles, are some ideas we would like to see incorporated into this new structure. 
Acquiring additional unrelated females would be another of our top priorities. 

With these ideas under consideration, the fu'ture of the Jacksonville Zoo's rhinos looks 
bright. Upon talking to our zoo's director, Mr. Dale Tuttle, our final conclusion has been 
arrived at; the Jacksonville Zoo has a unique setting in our African Veldt for breeding 
rhinos and it should be utilized to its fullest extent. 
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